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Security Overview of Fastlane™ Gateways
Providing Data Security, Privacy, Integrity, & Assurance

END-TO-END PRIVACY AND SECURITY
Using the Internet for networking can provide high-quality, low-cost connectivity. However, using the Internet as
a private WAN brings new security requirements, and simply encrypting data with a shared secret password is
not effective. Modern solutions must also ensure communications authorization and that any data is unchanged
and verified/authenticated.
The IpTL FastLane™ Secure Network Gateway Appliances not only ensure data security with encryption but also
offers privacy, authorization, integrity, and assurance for all communications. Offering TLSv1.2 with X.509v3
Certificates, dynamic key generation, and strong AES256 encryption with Perfect Forward Secrecy, IpTL Model
FastLane™ appliances operate within the four cryptographic delivery points of secure communications:

▪

Confidentiality – Assurance that information is accessible only to those authorized to
have access.

▪

Integrity – Assurance that data has not been modified, destroyed, or lost in an
unauthorized or accidental manner.

▪

Authentication – The process of verifying that the source of the data is as known and
that the data has not been modified.

▪

Non-repudiation – Assurance that the sender sent and the receiver received the data
so neither can deny having processed the information.

HOW IPTL DEVICES PROVIDE OVERALL DATA SECURITY
All IpTL FastLane™ appliances utilize the IpTL BroadLane™ Service Delivery Suite operating firmware. With
BroadLane™, all IpTL devices ensure secure communications between endpoints and employ multiple tiers of
technology coupled with industry best-practices.

The IpTL FastLane appliances make Extensive use of the following Security Technologies:

Supported
Security
Element

TLSv1.2 (optional
TLSv1.3)

What does the
Security Element Do

The suite of protocols which
provide a robust security
solution
for
network
communications. This is the
same protocol used in HTTPS
secure web browsing. (e.g.,
online banking)

What is the Benefit
of the Security Element

Provides privacy and data integrity between
two endpoints. Provides a control channel
and data channel; negotiates connections for
X.509 Certificates, key methods, hash
methods; and provides for data encryption
methods.
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Supported
Security
Element

What does the
Security Element Do

What is the Benefit
of the Security Element

X.509v3 Certificates

ITU-T standard for public key
infrastructure (PKI). Provides
the standard methods for
certificates and for the handling
and use of Public & Private
Keys.

Ensures that only IpTL devices can establish
communications with each other. Also used
in generating keys for encryption and digital
signatures.

Diffie-Hellman
Key Exchange

Provides endpoint negotiated
keys. Keys are dynamic and are
automatically created during the
connection.
New keys (rekeying)
are
generated
automatically
every
five
minutes. Elliptic curve DiffieHellman Groups 20 384-bit
elliptic
curve)
or
higher
Ephemeral delivering Perfect
Forward Secrecy (ECDHE)

Allows two endpoints, without prior
configuration, to mutually agree on keys used
for encryption. IpTL does not use static/preshared keys allowing for higher system
security. Enables Perfect Forward Secrecy.

SHA 2 Hash Suite-(
SHA384) AEAD HMAC

Per packet Digital Signatures
with 384-bit one-way hashes.
The latest standard to overcome
attacks of the older SHA-1
HMAC

Ensures that each packet received is from the
correct endpoint and that the data was not
changed. (e.g authenticity and integrity)

Provides initial authentication at
the server limiting the starting
handshake sequence to only
those endpoints with the correct
passphrase.

User-configurable passphrase controls which
devices can connect together.
Used to
prevent connections by an unauthorized third
party. It also prevents Denial-of-Service, portscanning attacks, and Man-in-the-Middle
attacks.

Embedded Packet
Sequence numbers

Each packet sent has an
encrypted
64-bit
number
uniquely identifying the packet.
This sequence number and the
payload data are encrypted.

Prevents packet replay attacks and ensures
reliable data delivery.

AES 256 GCM
Encryption

Payload data encryption using
symmetrical
keys
256-bit
strength
using
the
Galois/Counter Mode with a
minimum
of
latency
and
operation overhead.

Per Client
Name/Passphrase

Individual endpoint authorization
after proper SSL/ authorization.
Sent encrypted within the
tunnel.

Handshake
Passphrase
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Encrypts data between endpoints using a
negotiated key.
This encryption is an
authenticated encryption algorithm designed
to provide both data authenticity (Integrity)
and confidentiality.
Overcomes CBC
limitations
improving
efficiency
and
performance.
Provides user-configured control over
individual endpoints access after certs, keys,
and authorization have been negotiated. It
offers administrative control over deployed
units within a network. Provides Man-in-theMiddle attack protection.
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Supported
Security
Element

What does the
Security Element Do

What is the Benefit
of the Security Element

Access Control Lists
(ACL)

User configurable blocks or
permits on traffic. Individual
endpoint control of Ethernet or
IP packet or Host connectivity.

Used to control which hosts, devices, or
applications can access network resources.

Dynamic Tunnel
Obfuscation &
Cloaking

User configurable hash options
to eliminate fingerprinting of the
tunnel (and its encrypted
contents.)

Used to prevent blocking based on traffic
analysis and identification of traffic types.

HOW THE FASTLANE APPLIANCES SERIES USES TLSV1.2 & X.509V3 PUBLIC KEY WITH
PERFECT FORWARD SECRECY
IpTL BroadLane™ and the FastLane Appliances Series endpoints use the Transport Layer Security (TLS)
standards as the main framework for secure communications within the FastLane Appliances Series devices. The
TLS protocols provide communication privacy and data integrity as well as negotiating certificates, keys, and
which encryption methods to use.

What about SSL? Isn’t TLS just SSL?
No. Created by Netscape for secure web browsing (e.g. HTTPS) SSLv3 is the foundation for TLS v1 as defined
in RFC 2246 and updated in RFC5246. The differences between SSL and are generally small, mainly offering
extensions for adapting to other communications methods as well as enhanced security fixes.
TLS provides the main transport medium and provides for privacy and data integrity between endpoints. The
TLS protocol is composed of a control channel and a payload channel. The control channel is used to set up and
maintain the link and includes the handshake procedures. Ethernet packets from each LAN will then use the
established tunnel to securely traverse the Internet. TLS uses either UDP (default in IpTL products) or TCP for
communications over the Internet (now common in browsers for https).
SSL is used primarily at the application layer (e.g., Browser, Email, etc.), whereas the TLS, as used in the IpTL
appliances, encapsulates the lowest level of communications. This allows for unique connectivity options and
unsurpassed security. To be clear, there are is SSL in any IpTL appliances.

X.509v3 Certificates
IpTL makes extensive use of X.509v3 Certificates and public-key cryptography (PKI) techniques, which currently
offers the highest level of overall security. Using X.509, each IpTL FastLane™ Appliance endpoint employs both
a certificate and the public key.
X.509 Certificates are passed between endpoints during the initialization process. While the certificate identifies
and validates one endpoint to another, it also includes the public key used in encryption key and signature
generation.
Using this system ensures that the private and secret password never has to be sent or communicated to any
entity.
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Perfect Forward Secrecy/Key Exchange
Using the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange protocol (Elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman Group 20 or higher Ephemeral
delivering Perfect Forward Secrecy (ECDHE), Perfect Forward Secrecy is achieved. Perfect Forward Secrecy is
a unique security property that ensures that if a session key is discovered for one series of transactions, it does
not compromise any future transactions. As the IpTL FastLane Appliances devices do not use any pre-shared
keys, the endpoints will automatically generate new and unique encryption keys at the start of each session as
well as new keys every five (5) minutes (user adjustable).

Tunnel Transmissions End-to-End
After all keys and digital signatures are negotiated (four in total), Ethernet packets destined to an opposite
endpoint are prepared for forwarding via the tunnel. The system adds a 64-bit sequence number to the packet.
Then this packet is encrypted using the agreed encryption methods and keys.
The tunnel provides a wrapper (or envelope) for the encrypted packet and adds additional key information for
enhancing security. All of this data is then digitally signed using the SHA-2/AEAD HMAC transform. The digital
signature not only assures that it came from our peer (opposite endpoint) but that the data was not modified in
transit. Now, this signed and encrypted packet is sent to the opposite endpoint for verification, decryption, and
forwarding to the local Ethernet LAN.

HOW IPTL FASTLANE APPLIANCES SERIES DEVICES CONNECT
FastLane Appliances Series devices seek to securely and transparently connect one or more Ethernet LANs over
an IP network. To do this, the FastLane Appliances Series devices operate in a client/server mode of operation.
The Client endpoint device initiates the starting communications to the Server endpoint by sending a <hello>
request to the IP address of the Server. After the <hello> sequence, the endpoints negotiate encryption
options, and mutually agree on the initial set of keys to use.

Typical Connection of Two IpTL Appliances

During this handshake, each endpoint provides random data to create keys used for the encryption/decryption
processes as well as the digital signature (HMAC) keys. The FastLane Appliances Series devices never use any
key twice for its two-way communication, ensuring that each endpoint has a unique sending digital signature,
unique receiving digital signature, and unique encryption/decryption keys.

SERVER PROTECTION FROM UNAUTHORIZED CLIENTS & INITIAL SECURITY
The FastLane Appliances Series offers user-configurable Authentication Passphrase functionality. This secret
passphrase – called Tunnel Auth – is a user-configured option in each FastLane Appliances Series endpoint. It
is used to authorize and authenticate remote endpoints at the very first stage of the connection process.
This feature can be used as a global option within an organization to ensure only those authorized endpoints can
connect to the corporate network. It will also prevent any other unauthorized IpTL device from connecting to this
network unless the Tunnel Auth ID is configured.
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The server and client endpoints will all be configured to all have the same Tunnel Auth ID. When a FastLane
Appliances client device begins to establish a tunnel it first sends a <hello> message to the server. Using the
Tunnel Auth passphrase, all communications – including the initial <hello> will be digitally signed (SHA-1
HMAC.) The server will see this signed <hello> message and check the digital signature with its own configured
passphrase. If the passphrase is incorrect the server will drop the connection without any response to the client
and no further communication with continue.

The following shows the user configuration options within the IPTL software under tunnel options.

Tunnel Auth provides the following security benefits, including preventing the following:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks
Port flooding on the server UDP or TCP port (SYN attack)
Port scanning to determine which server ports are open or in a listening state.
Buffer overflow attacks.
Handshake initiations from unauthorized machines (Man-in-the-Middle)

The FastLane Appliances series Tunnel Auth provides a high level of protection against brute-force attacks on a
server device. In fact, a remote attacker will not even see an active server at all. All peer-to-peer negotiations
silently fail without revealing the existence of a live server tunnel port.

INDIVIDUAL DEVICE AUTHENTICATION
Following initial handshake authentication options, the FastLane Appliances Series can offer an access
username/password pair option to authorize remote devices to a server. This option allows the individual
authentication of remote devices to the server prior to decrypting and packet forwarding.
It allows a method to control access to the server from a remote device and is used when there are multiple
networks/domains within a corporate environment. For example, the accounting network might wish to limit
connections to only those devices that it administratively controls and prevent any access from other departments
such as sales remote teleworkers.
The following shows the user configuration options within the IPTL software under tunnel options.

This user-configurable feature allows each location to have its own authentication mechanism. It is important to
note that the server initiates the authentication of this link server, any username/password pairs installed on the
client are ignored.

ETHERNET DATA PACKET/PAYLOAD ENCRYPTION
Data encryption is achieved using one of the built-in encryption with AES256 being the standard. This algorithm
is used to encrypt the transmit and received data between each FastLane Appliances series endpoints. Because
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of the unique features of public key infrastructure, there is no need to provide an agreed-upon shared secret and
eliminating the security risks when using such a method. Different keys are created, dynamically, to transmit and
receive.
Using the X.509 Certificates and the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange, the negotiation of a shared secret used in
encryption is secure and unavailable to eavesdroppers. Even for the authenticated connection, the secret cannot
be obtained. This provides further protection for any Man-in-the-Middle attacks. Additionally, this key negotiation
is reliable end-to-end as an attacker cannot modify any part of the negotiations without the communications failing.
Integrated data integrity ensures that the packet that was sent is the one received and not modified in any way
during transit. The FastLane Appliances Series use the SHA-2 HMAC digest on each packet to create a digital
summary of that packet. On the receiving end, the packet is verified prior to being delivered to the LAN network.

ACCESS CONTROL LISTS/FIREWALL RULES FOR NETWORK TRAFFIC
The FastLane Appliances Series offers a robust traffic filtering suite to manage traffic at the host, network, and
application levels. The Access Control filtering rules include a wide range of Layer 2 and Layer 3 filter rules,
including Ethernet MAC, Ethernet VLAN, and L3 Stateful Packet Inspection. These Access Control Lists (ACLs)
can be used to either permit or deny user-defined traffic types.
The packet filtering is designed to allow the user to accept, drop, and log packets flowing through the device. The
system is designed to protect as well as monitor the packets which are traveling through the device and in/out of
the tunnel. The filtering features contain a mix of “single button filtering” functions to allow easy setup of common
functions as well as more detailed individual rule sets for the more advanced system administrator.

The following shows the user configuration options within the IPTL software under Filtering options.

An example of host network filtering is configured each endpoint with the Ethernet MAC addresses of
computers/hosts which are allowed access to each site. By using the integrated MAC filters, only those computers
with the correct hardware MAC address will be able to see the resources of the remote networks. Additionally,
all computer devices without the correct MAC address will not be able to traverse out of their own Local Area
Network. Unlike IP filters that can be easily changed or spoofed, these MAC address filters can prevent broadcast
traffic to flood network connections unless initiated by an approved source computer.

OTHER SECURITY OPTIONS
IpTL offers other security and reliability options to ensure reliable and secure connectivity. One example is our
integrated network access control (NAC) functions, which cause a user to “login” into the remote appliance to
establish a tunnel. Additional security options can use 2FA tokens as well as geofencing technologies.
IpTL’s Patent Pending SuperNAC™ feature set provides identity-based multi-factor and Zero Trust architectures.
The IpTL appliance can provide automatic and persistent allow/deny switching based on the authentication of a
local device’s X.509v3 cert. Additionally, the IpTL appliance can use defined extensions with the certificate to
provide additional connectivity programming for true authenticated device-based software-defined networking.
With the SuperNAC™ TrustACL-Cert™ feature answers the following:

▪

How do I know what I am talking to?

▪

Is this really the remote NVR or a fake?

▪

I only want an authorized device to communicate with the network.
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Here in this example, the IpTL appliance can poll the IP Camera and NVR for the X.509 certificates. The
appliance will then validate the identity of that device or authenticate it with the certificate authority. Only on a
positive verification will a permit ACL be activated, and communications with the device will be permitted.

Using this Patent Pending method unique to IpTL, it allows:

▪

Non-spoofable attribution – unlink MAC address or IP filtering or passive scanning
techniques, this method prevents spoofing of devices assuring the identity and validity of
the device.

▪

Does NOT require modification or configuration of the device – unlike 802.1x clients
or other methods, there is no configuration required.

▪

Use Customer Supplied Self-Signed Certs – For the best security, the end customer
can provide and install his own certs into the devices. Additionally, IpTL can read and
process X.509v3 user extensions to supply additional security or network configuration
details the are un-alterable.
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IPShare™ - Network Isolation and Micro-Segmentation Features
IpTL’s Patent-Pending IPShare™ provides a unique ability to isolate and micro-segment remote networks. This
is important to establish Zero-Trust and prevent remote traffic from “swimming upstream.”
IPShare™ combines a secure armored tunnel NAT with an integrated dynamic application firewall. Under normal
operations, ALL remote network communications are in a deny state. Only when a network request for a resource
is initiated will the firewall be opened to that resource. Then only the initiated stateful communiations will occur.
Never will the remote devices every have full visibility to the headed network when the communications are
terminated; the firewall tears-down the connection and closes off all networking.
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